DISCOVER. CONNECT. CLOSE.

Market Smarter. Close Faster.
The industry-leading command center for property sales and marketing.
Get matched with motivated buyers and sell faster than ever before.

BREVITAS.COM

CONTACT@BREVITAS.COM

415.993.8886

Overview
Welcome to the new standard in commercial real
estate marketing.
Brevitas is a comprehensive commercial real estate
platform built on collaboration, automation, and
unprecedented ease-of-use. Our powerful algorithm
instantly connects brokers with a rich list of motivated,
purchase-ready investors.
These valuable connections are supported by a robust
collection of sales management and marketing tools,
all neatly housed in our advanced, easily navigated
platform. We streamline all aspects of the sales
process by allowing brokers and agents to manage
leads, launch customizable marketing campaigns,
communicate with key stake holders, protect critical
documents, and easily obtain signatures. From listing
to close, our advanced platform increases efficiency
and ease at every step.
Brevitas also believes in the huge selling power
of collaboration, that is why we are the only sales
platform specifically designed for teams. We provide
an internal communication hub to help teams share
critical information, coordinate their campaign
activities, and most importantly – close deals faster.

MEMBER BREAKDOWN
35% Investors
65% Brokers
70% Domestic
30% International
USED BY:

Our Role
We act as a neutral third party for real estate professionals, offering intelligent
real estate investment software designed for today’s top brokers and investors.
Brevitas is not a brokerage or a broker dealer; our revenue model is based on
monthly subscriptions for use of our software. We do not play any role in the
commission structure of any transaction taking place on the marketplace. We in
no way act or represent any of our users in a fiduciary duty, nor do we advise on
disposition or acquisition processes.
TESTIMONIALS

“Implementing Brevitas into our current sales and
marketing processes has been extremely easy and
beneficial. Using their system, we’ve been able to
connect our listings with qualified buyers and work
seamlessly as a team. We’re excited to continue using
Brevitas. “
Christopher E. Maling

“Brevitas allows me to control and streamline
my deals all in one place. It’s a unique platform
connecting me with qualified investors and provide
me access to exclusive investment opportunities.“
Michael Sherman
Investment Sales Specialist
The Manhattes Group

Executive Vice President, Retail Investments
Colliers International

“I really like the seamlessness of Brevitas and
particularly the built-in CA feature. Instant signing
capability instills a great deal of confidence and
allows me to deliver my offering packet quickly and
efficiently.“

“Their marketplace has been a fantastic tool for me
to connect with experienced investors and brokers.
Brevitas has helped streamline my sales process
for off-market deals, which isn’t possible with other
platforms.“

Mike Ligouri

Milan Cheeks

Vice President, Investment Group
Hanna Commercial

Investment Sales Specialist
Nest Seekers

“Sourcing an investor for a $260 million
development deal in Los Angeles can be complicated.
After having our deal published for a short period
of time, we had over 24 qualified buyers express
interest. We marketed multiple assets on Brevitas
and are getting a tremendous response.“
Alan Forrester

“Brevitas is a great service that allows for smooth
deal flow and transparency in the courting process.
They’ve created a platform that connects qualified
buyers with motivated sellers. “
Lawrence Papale
Jones Lang Lasalle

Chief Executive Officer
First National Consulting
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Your Suite of Tools
All the tools you and your team need for a fast, safe, and seamless investment sales
process.

INVESTOR MATCHING TECHNOLOGY
Our advanced matching algorithm uses
machine learning to pair your listings with
ideal buyers and investors.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATION TOOLS
Our shared dashboard enables teams of any
size to smoothly manage campaigns and
leads.

ADVANCED DEAL ROOMS
Exchange documents and have full control
over your sensitive property information.

MARKETING AUTOMATION
Send automated, custom-branded email
templates to efficiently market your listings.

BUYER DATABASE
Gain exposure to vetted institutional and
international investors. Get matched with
the top decision makers in any market or
asset class.

EMAIL MARKETING CAMPAIGNS
Send fully customizable emails to thousands
of private contacts.

ANALYTICS AND REPORTING
Make the right decisions faster with
analytics. Gain actionable insight into all
your marketplace activities.

DIGITAL SIGNATURES
Instantly execute confidentiality agreements
in real time with electronic signatures.

TEAM DASHBOARD
Manage your team and analyze your entire
operation from one place.

CO-BROKERS
Allow other brokers and marketing
managers to edit listings and manage deals.
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The Process
A seamless and targeted approach to investment sales.
Market Smarter. Close Faster.
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PROPERTY SEARCH

Take aim at the world’s best commercial real estate investments with
unprecedented precision.
Our search platform is the most advanced in the industry, it allows both investors and brokers to filter through
thousands of properties to match even their most detailed criteria. From property and lease type to investment
strategy and leasing terms, this powerful tool allows you to find the exact property you looking for with
confidence and ease.

INVESTOR MATCHMAKING

A powerful algorithm instantly connecting brokers with a rich list of motivated,
purchase-ready investors.
Gone are the days of searching through classified ads. Today, through the power of machine learning and detailed
data science, Brevitas is able to match brokers and investors with unmatched speed and accuracy. Based on indepth analysis of user behavior, our powerful algorithm predicts the perfect match and perfects its selections over
time.
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LISTING PAGES

Grab attention, get connected, and close your deals. Brevitas helps you create
listings as stunning as your properties.
Mobile-friendly, fully customizable, and easily shared, Brevitas listings are built to drive more action from every
post. Store and organize your photos, documents, and property details in one succinct location. Add insight and
ease to every listing with buyer view tracking and seamless transitions from listing to deal rooms
With integrated email and social sharing, printing and PDF conversion solutions, and searchable SEO capabilities,
Brevitas listings give your property greater exposure than any other platform.
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DEAL ROOMS AND PERMISSIONS

Your confidential documents are
securely under your control.
Brevitas brings you a new level of security,
speed, and insight into the investment
sales process. Our deal rooms offer a
central location for the real-time sharing
and underwriting of materials, without
compromising security. With an in-room
instant messenger and detailed document
analytics you can connect and measure
every aspect of the process.
This powerful sales tool allows you to share
documents and data with the people that
matter most by allowing you to select exact
audiences for every deal.

CONTROLS AND E-SIGNATURES

The control and confidence you need,
now faster than ever.
Brevitas knows how sensitive your documents and
deal information are. That is why we place security
and control as a top priority. Our platform allows
you to screen potential parties, release documents
under your own accord, and execute confidentiality
agreements with ease. All of this, housed in our
ultra-secure, easily navigated deal rooms.
E-signatures on Brevitas are made using a 19-point
digital fingerprint. Our E-signatures record all
the data you need to secure an online agreement
including name, company, email, IP address, location,
device, and more. We ensure that your agreements
are ironclad.
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EMAIL CAMPAIGNS

Powerful email marketing, made simple.
Deliver your latest listings with confidence and
track your results.
The most impactful email campaigns are built with personalized
content, precise targeting, and detailed analytics – Brevitas
delivers all of this automatically. We ensure accuracy and impact by
automatically updating email lists and providing users with a wide
variety of fully customizable email templates.
Brevitas cleans your email list by removing undeliverable and out
of date emails before you send. This ensures the highest email
deliverability, with an average 99% delivered. We’ll make sure your
listings are seen by your target audience.
AUTOMATED TEMPLATES

Creating Awe-inspiring email campaigns has
never been so easy.
Brevitas provides you with dozens of fully customizable, mobilefriendly email templates to help you build the perfect campaign.
With easily edited logos, colors, and content these powerful templates are designed to inspire both action and
attention.
Once you have settled on the perfect design, Brevitas’ in-depth email analytics allow you know exactly how your
campaign is performing. Our real-time insights allow users to tweak, edit, and realign their email strategy to
produce the best results from every campaign.
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ANALYTICS AND REPORTS

Built-in reporting enables
marketers to track customer
engagement and conversions.
Our extensive analytics tools allow
marketing teams to monitor their
performance and pinpoint areas for
improvement. Quickly analyze aggregate
statistics such as opens, click rates,
interest generated, and property requests.
View individual reports for each email you
send and gain insight into your potential
buyers’ property preference, conversions,
geolocation, device preference, and more.

INVESTOR WANTS

Find what you want, when you want it.
Our exclusive “wants” feature allows investors
to find their ideal properties before they come to
market. Here, investors post for desired properties
and Brevitas will match them with best broker to
execute the deal. From topline requirements to the
granular details, we work to deliver you the perfect
property with speed and ease.
Whether it’s a time sensitive 1031 demand, or a
client that is looking for something highly specific,
our technology helps make deals happen.
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TEAMS AND COLLABORATION

From co- workers to clients, Brevitas makes collaboration simple and secure.
Brevitas is built on collaboration. That’s why we leverage our exclusive collaboration tools to help teams get on
the same page, exchange essential information and documents, and close deals faster.
Brevitas shared activity hub allows teams to share, discuss, and manage their deals and shorten their sales cycle.
We empower users to focus less on logistics and more on results.
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BUYER DATABASE

Access a bigger network of better buyers.
Brevitas empowers users to do better business by elevating their personal network to a global scale. Our
database includes thousands of pre-vetted buyers from around the world, all with serious invest in mind.
Brevitas uses a strict manual vetting process to ensure only the most valuable, action-oriented buyers join
our network. We classify each individual by their exact acquisition criteria, giving every match on the Brevitas
platform serious deal potential.

PARTNERS

Save time and money by combining the most powerful real estate tools.

Brevitas and Buildout have partnered to seamlessly syndicate listings.
If you are creating awesome marketing materials with Buildout, you can link the two platforms with just a few
clicks. All you will need is your Buildout API key and we will pull in all your listings to the Brevitas marketplace
within seconds.

Economic Development Marketplace.
Properties that are posted by Economic Development Leaders and primed for new development are syndicated to
Brevitas.

Commercial Mortgage Loans Simplified.
Access hundreds of lenders and let banks compete for your business. Secure terms for you and get automatically
synced with your Brevitas deals.
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Contact
Schedule a Demo
contact@brevitas.com
https://brevitas.com
415.993.8886
780 Sutter Street
San Francisco, CA 94019

